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Abstract:  The Photo Response Non-Uniformity pattern (PRNU-pattern) can be used to identify the source of images or to indicate whether 

images have been made with the same camera. This pattern is also recognized as the “fingerprint” of a camera since it is a highly characteristic 

feature. However, this pattern, identically to a real fingerprint, is sensitive to many different influences, e.g., the influence of camera settings. The 

Photo Response Noise Uniformity is a unique pattern which can be used for identification of source device from captured data like images or 

videos. As identification of video acquisition devices is one of the considerable problems faced in multimedia forensics, so this paper presents 

work related to source device identification using PRNU fingerprint. The proposed method aims to classify videos to the respective source devices 

using simple statistic based algorithm. Extraction of PRNU is performed using denoising filters. 

Index Terms - PRNU; photo response non-uniformity; source camera identification; videos; compression; resolution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Each camera creates a highly characteristic pattern: The Photo Response Non-Uniformity pattern (PRNU-pattern). The PRNU-

pattern is caused by differences in material properties and due to proximity effects during the production process of the image sensor. This 

pattern can be compared with various software in order to answer the following questions: ‘which camera is the source of a specific photo 

or video’ and ‘are certain photos or videos taken with the same camera’. After this comparison, a correlation value is linked to it, which 

describes the degree of similarity. In some cases, inexplicable low correlation values were measured when comparing videos. Several 

initiatives have already been taken by the Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) to determine the causes of these low correlation values. This 

was done by conducting small studies and proficiency tests in which international organizations participated. Since the size of these studies 

was limited, in most cases this matter has not been published. This study therefore made an overview of the factors already investigated. 

Based on this list of more than 50 different factors, three factors were chosen that could contribute to the broadening of knowledge 

regarding the factors that influence the PRNU-pattern.  

 

In this paper, Photo Response Noise Uniformity is used for source device identification purpose. PRNU is very unique and 

identical feature which is unique for every device like camera phones, cam recorders, digital cameras etc. 

 

Motivation: 

Due to the large amount of controllable and non-controllable factors that influence the PRNU-pattern, it is of great importance that further 

research is carried out to gain clarity on the individual influences that factors exert. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Protection PRNU extraction using digital filtering operation, by taking average of all PRNU factors, a PRNU fingerprint is obtained [1]. 

Wavelet denoising filter is used to remove scene contents which are treated as external noise. PRNU of device is affected due to scene 

contents of image. Hence, these scene contents are needed to be removed from image so that only device noise can be obtained. Dataset 

used in this work, videos were originally recorded by Smartphone, uploaded to social networks, downloaded from Twitter and Facebook 

[1].  

 

Camera identification based on joint decision of SPN and peak to correlation energy ratio(PCE) is another method proposed by[2], in 

which PRNU extraction is performed using Wavelet denoising filter[2], firstly frames are extracted from video then PRNU is calculated. 

PRNU is extracted using wavelet denoising filter which deletes all the noise and remains with only original frame, then the noise free frame 

is subtracted from obtained frame to extract PRNU. Then clustered PRNU is calculated for each frame. When reference frame and query 

frame gives high correlation value then they both are considered as from same device and when the correlation value is low then they show 

different camera devices. Hence, by calculating peak to correlation energy ratio for each frame, detection of source device is performed. 

Dataset used in this paper is created by taking videos from 10 camera device [2].  

 

Video source identification is performed by using a sensor pattern noise and wavelet transform taking out from key frames of video [3]. 

The proposed technique in [3] includes key frame extraction, sensor noise extraction, feature extraction, training of classifier and 

prediction. Algorithm used includes, video split into individual frames then first frame is considered as a key frame then difference between 

current frame and the reference frame is calculated then to select frame with a change in scene, color histogram correlation is calculated. 

When difference between key frame and a selected frame is equal to or greater than user defined threshold value then that particular frame 
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is selected as next key frame. Histogram correlation is compared to compare and find similarities between two frames. The feature used for 

identification is sensor pattern noise (SPN). This SPN is separated into RGB channels, reference sensor pattern noise is obtained from 

constant brightness and uniform dispersion images and then average is calculated [3].  

 

SVM classifier is used for classification process. Scene contents of image results into contamination of sensor noise, therefore, Sensor 

pattern noise enhancement is performed in [4] by assigning less weights to strong components of signal, in order to attenuate scene details 

of image. Dataset used in this work contains wide variety of indoor and outdoor scenes. 1200 photos of 6 different camera devices are 

taken. Techniques considering device identification of audio and visual data includes, multi-modal approach in which microphone 

recognition is using blind estimation of frequency response and video camera detection is using video features related to CFA (color filter 

array) interpolation. Features used for microphone detection are, average of normalized log power spectrum of microphone frequency 

response and blind estimation of amplitude of microphone frequency response [5].  

 

Center portion of particular size of image/frame is considered for calculating fingerprints and support vector machine algorithm is used for 

classification. To identify source of particular image, certain features are to be obtained considering camera characteristics. Color features, 

quality features, image characteristics of frequency domain are various features considered for source device identification [6].  

 

SVM based classification is performed among different camera make and also different models with the same make. Source camera 

identification using sensor pattern noise is calculated by obtaining reference pattern noise of the device which is estimated by taking 

average of noise extracted from number of images using denoising filter. By calculating correlation factor between reference and query 

images, identification is performed [7].  

 

Correlation value helps to distinguish among the images of same or different camera device. Identification of source device of transmitted 

videos or images by extracting PRNU patterns of camera [8]. By computing Peak to correlation energy, the PRNU pattern of original 

videos and videos transmitted from one device to another are compared, also the PRNU patterns of original videos are compared with each 

other to check the likelihood to discover if the videos create from the same device or not [8]. Using generalized noise model, source device 

identification can be performed on natural images. A statistical test approach is proposed in [9], likelihood ratio test (LRT) is used for 

identification. The generalized noise model gives better accuracy to distinguish a natural image got by different digital camera device. 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of Protection Scheme For PRNU 

 

In this paper, source camera identification is performed based on correlation values of RGB channels of images. Reference PRNU pattern 

is used as a ‘fingerprint’ in this process. Correlation is calculated individually for red, green and blue channels of each image which 

provides better accuracy. To recognize source of query image, various methods are available as mentioned in Section II. In this paper, 

correlation is calculated as based on.  

Proposed algorithm includes following steps:  

1. Denoising of images  

2.Extracting PRNU patterns  

3.Calculating reference PRNU pattern  

4.Calculating correlation values with each reference PRNU pattern  

5.Analysis and comparison of obtained correlation values  

6.Calculating accuracy. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we present a source camera device identification model based on PRNU extraction using denoising filter. The Photo 

Response Noise Uniformity is a unique pattern which can be used for identification of source device from captured data like images or 

videos. By averaging extracted PRNU reference pattern is generated which is nothing but a fingerprint. Channel-wise correlation achieves 

better results.  
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